
Roark Holdings Ltd. is committed to protecting and respecting
your privacy.

Roark Holdings Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) under the Payment Services Directive (PSD2) as an Authorised Payment 
Institution with its registration number FRN 782818. The company is fully compliant 
and regulated in all markets it operates in. Our dedicated dealers and all key 
personnel within Roark Holdings Ltd. are individually approved by the FCA. As a 
regulated Authorised Payment Institution, company operates in a stringently 
regulated environment.

Products & services

Roark Holdings Ltd. business model provides a fair, transparent treasury environment
where market risk and clients conflicts of interest are limited. The business model 
provides equal client rights and opportunities, offering all clients with a bespoke 
service tailored to their needs. This approach is focused and geared toward building a 
long-term relationship between Roark Holdings Ltd. and its clients.
We are able to provide all our clients with same-day payments as well as local 
payments, thus avoiding wire fees.

SPOTS

We are able to offer all our clients same day Spots (OT), the next day (TOMNEXT) 
and standard SPOTs transactions. Forward points may apply.

FORWARDS

Our lines with many institutions make us able to secure Forwards of up to 2 years for 
our clients, depending on your company needs with flexibility.



150+ CURRENCY PAIRS

Roark Holdings Ltd. has securely outsourced its trading partners and most of our 
banking is local, therefore being able to offer a range of deliverable exotics.

SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT

All our traders are individually registered with the FCA. They possess vast market 
knowledge to best understand your business exposure, thus servicing you to the 
highest level at all times.

CLEARING SERVICES

Roark Holdings Ltd. is a specialist in clearing services, becoming one of the most 
sought companies in the UK by many other financial institutions including small to 
mid-size Banks from around the globe.

IBAN CLIENT ACCOUNTS

We are able to offer IBAN Business accounts in the following currencies: AUD, 
CAD, CHF, CZK, DKK, GBP*, HKD, HUF, JPY, MOP, NOK, NZD, PLN, SEK, 
SGD, USD, EUR, ZAR & BRL*. *Local Bank accounts.

CFDs

Several of our partners can offer institutional clients as well as individuals, great 
strategies and the latest technology in platforms to best enhance your trading activity. 
Operated by one of our partners CARD PROCESSING
Roark Holdings Ltd. is connected to the major players around the World, therefore 
being able to provide the most competitive prices to your company.

WHITE LABEL GATEWAY



Our gateway offers a full range of international acquiring providers, transparency and
fully customizable to your company brand guides.

WHITE LABEL FX PLATFORM

Roark Holdings Ltd. offers other financial institutions the ability to perform UK 
transactions via our customizable platform with local payments in the UK, providing 
full automation to your clients.
This policy sets out the basis on which any personal data we collect from you, or that 
you provide to us, will be processed by us. Please read the following carefully to 
understand our views and practices regarding your personal data and how we will 
treat it. By visiting our websites, you are accepting and consenting to the practices 
described in this policy.
We operate under the Data Protection Act 2018 (‘DPA') and the European General 
Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR').
For the purpose of the GDPR and DPA, the data controller is Roark Holdings Ltd. , 
The Old Dairy, 12 Stephen road, Oxford OX3 9AY, United Kingdom
This Privacy Policy explains how we process your information and your rights under 
both the DPA and GDPR.
The DPA and GDPR apply to ‘personal data' we process, and the data protection 
principles set out the main responsibilities we are responsible for.

We must ensure that personal data shall be:

1. Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner
2. Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further 

processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes
3. Adequate, relevant, and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes 

for which they are processed
4. Accurate and where necessary kept up to date
5. Kept for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal 

data are processed. We operate a data retention policy that ensures we meet this
obligation. We only retain personal data for the purposes for which it was 
collected and for a reasonable period thereafter where there is a legitimate 



business need or legal obligation to do so. For detail of our current retention 
policy contact our privacy officer at contact@paysos.com

6. Processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, 
including protection against unauthorized or unlawful processing and against 
accidental loss, destruction, or damage, using appropriate technical or 
organizational measures

To meet our Data Protection obligations, we have established comprehensive and 
proportionate governance measures.

We ensure data protection compliance across the organization through:
1. Implementing appropriate technical and organizational measures including 

internal data protection policies, staff training, internal audits of processing 
activities, and reviews of internal HR policies

2. Maintaining relevant documentation on processing activities
3. Implementing measures that meet the principles of data protection by design 

and data protection by default including data minimization, pseudonymous, 
transparency, deploying the most up-to-date data security protocols and using 
data protection impact assessments across our organization and in any third 
party arrangements

The data we collect about you

Personal data, or personal information, means any information about an individual 
from which that person can be identified. It does not include data where the identity 
has been removed (anonymous data).

We may collect, use, store and transfer different kinds of personal data about you 
which we have grouped together follows:

• Identity data includes first name, maiden name, last name, title of the parties 
involved with our provided services.



• Contact data includes email address and telephone numbers.
• Technical data includes internet protocol (IP) address, your login data, 

browser type and version, time zone setting and location, browser plug-in types
and versions, operating system and platform and other technology on the 
devices you use to access this website.

• Usage data includes information about how you use our website and services.
• Marketing and communications data includes your preferences in receiving 

marketing from us and our third parties and your communication preferences.

How is your personal data collected?

We use different methods to collect data from and about you including through:

• Direct interactions. You may give us your Identity, and Contact Data by 
filling in forms or by corresponding with us by post, phone, email or otherwise.
This includes personal data you provide when you:

• complete our inquiry form on our website,
• contact us by telephone or email to seek a quote; and
• when you instruct us to provide services for you by telephone or email and you

become our client.
• Third parties or publicly available sources. We may receive personal data 

about you from various
• third parties including Technical Data from analytics providers such as Google 

based outside the EU.
• Cookies. Our website uses cookies to distinguish you from other users of our 

website. This helps us to provide you with a good experience when you browse
our website and also allows us to improve our site. For detailed information on 
the cookies we use and the purposes for which we use them, refer to our 
Cookie Policy below.

How we use your personal data

We will only use your personal data when the law allows us to. Most commonly, we 
will use your personal data in the following circumstances:



• Where we need to perform the contract, we are about to enter into or have 

entered into with you.
• Where it is necessary for our legitimate interests (or those of a third party) and 

your interests and fundamental rights do not override those interests.
• Where we need to comply with a legal or regulatory obligation.

Generally, we do not rely on consent as a legal basis for processing your personal 
data other than in relation to sending third party direct marketing communications to 
you via email or text message. You have the right to withdraw consent to marketing at
any time by contacting us.

Purposes for which we will use your personal data

We have set out below a description of all the ways we plan to use your personal data,
and which of the legal bases we rely on to do so. We have also identified what our 
legitimate interests are where appropriate.
Note that we may process your personal data for more than one lawful ground 
depending on the specific purpose for which we are using your data. Please contact us
if you need details about the specific legal ground we are relying on to process your 
personal data where more than one ground has been set out in the table below. We do 
not process your data for automated decision-making or profiling purposes.

Purpose/Activity Type of data
Lawful basis for processing including
basis of legitimate interest

To respond to your inquiry 
raised using our inquiry form on
our website

To respond to your 
inquiry raised using 
our inquiry form on 
our website

(a) Necessary for our legitimate 
interests (for running a business)

To manage our relationship with 
you which will include: (a) 
Notifying you about changes to 
our terms or privacy policy

(a) Identity (b) 
Contact (c) Profile (d) 
Marketing and 
Communications

(a) Performance of a contract with you 
(b) Necessary to comply with a legal 
obligation

To administer and protect our 
business and this website 
(including troubleshooting, data 
analysis, testing, system 
maintenance, support, reporting 
and hosting of data)

(a) Identity (b) 
Contact (c) Technical

(a) Necessary for our legitimate 
interests (for running our business, 
provision of payment services and 
relevant services, to prevent fraud and 
in the context of a business 
reorganization or group restructuring 



exercise) (b) Necessary to comply with 
a legal obligation

To use data analytics to improve 
our website, products/services, 
marketing, customer 
relationships and experiences

(a) Technical (b) 
Usage

Necessary for our legitimate interests 
(to define types of customers for our 
products and services, to keep our 
website updated and relevant, to 
develop our business and to inform our 
marketing strategy)

To make suggestions and 
recommendations to you about 
goods or services that may be of 
interest to you

(a) Identity (b) 
Contact (c) Technical 
(d) Usage (e) Profile

Necessary for our legitimate interests 
(to develop our products/services and 
grow our business)

Disclosure of your information

We may share your information with selected third parties including:

• Banking partners, Business Associates for the performance of any contract we 

enter into with [them or] you, including without limitation any data processor 
we engage.

• Analytics and search engine providers that assist us in the improvement and 
optimization of our site.

We may disclose your personal information to third parties:

If we are under a duty to disclose or share your personal data in order to comply with 
any legal obligation, or in order to enforce or apply our Terms of Use or terms and 
conditions of supply and other agreements; or to protect the rights, property, or safety
of Firm Name, our customers, or others. This includes exchanging information with 
other companies and organizations for the purposes of fraud protection and credit risk
reduction.

Where we store your personal data

The data that we collect from you may be transferred to, and stored at, a destination 
outside the European Economic Area ("EEA"). It may also be processed by staff operating 
outside the EEA who work for us or for one of our suppliers. Such staff maybe 
engaged in, among other things, the fulfillment of your order, the processing of your 
payment details and the provision of support services. By submitting your personal 



data, you agree to this transfer, storing or processing. We will take all steps 
reasonably necessary to ensure that your data is treated securely and in accordance 
with this privacy policy.

All information you provide to us is stored on our secure servers. Any payment 
transfers will be encrypted using SSL technology. Where we have given you (or 
where you have chosen) a password which enables you to access certain parts of our 
site, you are responsible for keeping this password confidential. We ask you not to 
share a password with anyone.
Unfortunately, the transmission of information via the internet is not completely 
secure. Although we will do our best to protect your personal data, we cannot 
guarantee the security of your data transmitted to our site: any transmission is at your 
own risk. Once we have received your information, we will use strict procedures and 
security features to try and prevent unauthorized access.

Retention of your data

We will only keep your personal data for as long as necessary to fulfill the purposes 
we collected it for, including for the purposes of satisfying any legal, accounting, or 
reporting requirements. To determine the appropriate retention period for personal 
data, we consider the amount, nature, and sensitivity of the personal data, the 
potential risk of harm from unauthorized use or disclosure of your personal data, the 
purposes for which we process your personal data and whether we can achieve those 
purposes through other means, and the applicable legal requirements. When you 
leave us as a client, we shall agree a data retention period with you and after expiry of
this period, your personal data shall be deleted.

Your rights

You have the right to ask us not to process your personal data for marketing purposes.
We will inform you (before collecting your data) if we intend to use your data for 
such purposes or if we intend to disclose your information to any third party for such 
purposes. You can exercise your right to prevent such processing by checking certain 
boxes on the forms we use to collect your data. You can also exercise the right at any 
time by contacting us at contact@p  aysos  .com     .

mailto:info@probitas-europe.com
mailto:info@probitas-europe.com
mailto:info@probitas-europe.com


Our site may, from time to time, contain links to and from the websites of our partner 
networks, advertisers, and affiliates. If you follow a link to any of these websites, 
please note that these websites have their own privacy policies and that we do not 
accept any responsibility or liability for these policies. Please check these policies 
before you submit any personal data to these websites.

Under the GDPR You have the following specific rights In respect of the personal 
data we process:

• The right to be informed about how we use personal data - This Privacy 

Statement explains who we are; the purposes for which we process personal 
data and our legitimate interests in so doing; the categories of data we process; 
third party disclosures; and details of any transfers of personal data outside the 
UK

• The right of access to the personal data we hold. In most cases this will be free 
of charge and must be provided within one month of receipt.

• The right to rectification where data are inaccurate or incomplete. In such cases

we shall make any amendments or additions within one month of your request.
• The right to erasure of personal data, but only in very specific circumstances, 

typically where the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the 
purpose for which it was originally collected or processed; or, in certain cases 
where we have relied on consent to process the data, when that consent is 
withdrawn and there is no other legitimate reason for continuing to process that
data; or when the individual objects to the processing and there is no 
overriding legitimate interest for continuing the processing.

• The right to restrict processing, for example while we are reviewing the 

accuracy or completeness of data or deciding on whether any request for 
erasure is valid. In such cases we shall continue to store the data, but not 
further process it until such time as we have resolved the issue.

• The right to data portability which, subject to a number of qualifying 
conditions, allows individuals to obtain and reuse their personal data for their 
own purposes across different services



• The right to object in cases where processing is based on legitimate interests, 

where our requirement to process the data is overridden by the rights of the 
individual concerned; or for the purposes of direct marketing (including 
profiling); or for processing for purposes of scientific / historical research and 
statistics, unless this is for necessary for the performance of a public interest 
task.

• Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling

Please contact our data protection officer at complaince@paysos.com for more 
information about the GDPR and your rights under Data Protection law.
If you have a complaint about data protection at Roark Holdings Ltd., please contact 
our data protection officer at complaince@paysos.com.
Alternatively you may get in touch with our supervisory authority for data protection 
compliance at: www.ico.org.uk     :

Information Commissioner's Office
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 5AF
Tel: 0303 123 1113 (local rate) or 01625 545 745 (national rate)

About cookies

Cookies are pieces of information that a website transfers to your computer's hard 
disk for record-keeping purposes. Cookies can make the internet more useful by 
storing information about your preferences on a particular site, such as your personal 
preference pages.

The use of cookies is an industry standard, and most websites use them to provide 
useful features for their customers. Cookies in and of themselves do not personally 
identify users, although they do identify a user's computer. Most browsers are initially
set to accept cookies.

http://www.ico.org.uk/
mailto:raphael.gouveia@probitas-europe.com
mailto:raphael.gouveia@probitas-europe.com


If you would prefer, you can set yours to refuse cookies. However, you may not be 
able to take full advantage of a website if you do so.

We use the following cookies:
Cookie Description Purpose
 _cfduid  

 _csrf  
   

   
   

Changes to our privacy policy

Any changes we may make to our privacy policy in the future will be posted on this 
page and, where appropriate, notified to you by e-mail. Please check back frequently 
to see any updates or changes to our privacy policy.

Contact

Questions, comments, and requests regarding this privacy policy are welcomed and 
should be addressed to contact@  paysos.com  
Policy Last updated: 17/03/2021
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